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Spitzalod Grimoire Series Magic of Spitzalod - Ancient Magic Revealed! New Full Color Printed Editions With Additional
Channelled Sigils From Spitzalod Directly! The book serves as a physical connection and talisman to Spitzalod himself!

Only Guild books offer this type of Initiation. As with all ancient grimoires it is critical to start with the best
original copy available, as usual these are the French editions that have been changed and altered the least.
Secondly, it is critical to have a translator that knows what the words mean beyond the crude word itself. To
know the hidden occult meaning, hear the voice of the creator and manifest that into modern understanding.
There are a lot of translations floating around the occult world, mostly taken from the original IGOS
translations of 30 years ago. Sadly these have been added to, changed and terribly altered by uneducated ego
driven occultists. Some were changed deliberately to mislead positive occultists. Only IGOS the professional
Guild that it is, offers only quality unaltered grimoires and magical texts. Do not trust other translations
offered by poorly trained occultists. Grimorium Verum is the classic text attributed King Solomon that
actually originated several thousand years ago. This edition is dated But, goes back to ancients times. The
grimoire is filled with authentic ancient magical practices and sigils of numerous spirits and their uses.
Included are the original illustrations from the text and the original French edition from the same year. This is
critical for safe proper use. Spirits for many purposes are detailed with their Sigils for evoking. Positive and
negative spirits are detailed with their exact purposes. Including, finding hidden treasure, wealth, knowing
who is loyal, weather control, power over women, cause earthquakes, make others dance, learn to teleport, see
spirits, cause others to appear, manifest books of powers, resurrect the dead, open locks, cause illness,
invisibility, cause sleep, learn the art of healing, power for making occult formulas, contact familiar spirits,
wish granting, power over water, gift of writing, knowledge to defeat enemies, power to cause fires, control
sleep, command love, brings women to you, win at gambling, power to break up relationships, and many
more.. It is all detailed in this amazing grimoire with Sigils that connect you directly to the Stream of Power
that controls these spirits. These have never been offered before to the general public. You can now access the
ultimate power realms of the Spirit world in a powerful easy fashion Lots of practical information in this text,
most not seen before. All taken from grimoires in the the British Library. Comes with Sigils to access the Dark
Streams of Power.. Must be used as directed for safety. Here Is What You Get.. A large format Full Color
professionally printed Sigil book. Filled with never seen before Sigils that activate Occult Power Centers
within your consciousness. A powerful easy to learn proven system. The book is activated to you personally,
only you can access the empowerment in the book. Just owning the book starts an ancient Initiation process.
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Editors â€” Grand Guild Master Dr. Thor Templar â€” Robert Blanchard Ph. You will ever find another
system like this one again! Powerful but, so easy to use! The ancient secrets of manifestation revealed here, in
simple powerful terms, is unsurpassed by any other occult system. Used in Ancient Orders around the world
for thousands of years, it mostly known to be used in Secret Tibetan Orders in modern times. As with most
effective methods the lessons are short, teaching exact methods without additional babble of little use to the
student. No long boring talk or endless silly success stories. Just hardcore training methods. In modern times
everyone is looking for effective, simple, easy to perform methods that achieve amazing results. This is the
course that offers that. A rare diamond in a sea worthless junk. The little understood secret to manifesting is
Energizing or Empowering whatever Thought Form or Visualization you have produced. If you do not do this,
manifesting will be difficult, take long periods to manifest and will most likely fail. None of the popular
methods taught today teach you the secret Energizing methods offered here and used by the ancients of the
east. Many report being successful with traditional visualization practices, imagine what you can manifest
when these visualizations are empowered! The sky is the limit with manifesting happening at the fastest rate
possible for you and your desire. This method does not require machines, candles, oils or anything but, your
time and dedication. The easy simple lessons can be completed within a few minutes daily. Do understand,
that you must practice daily to achieve results. Nothing gives instant results, even those this method will
produce the fastest results possible. In the past the Guild understated the power this course holds, offering a
special version just for Inner Order members. This version is now being offered to the public! The complete
mind power course with all the Inner Order secrets is now here for the public to access for the first time.
Including the Secret Bio-Energizing Tool, included with each course, in a downloadable format with a few
other special charts for use with the course. A special secret downloading address, is included in each course.
The course was even misnamed with an encoded secret title only Initiates would understand. No longer, it is
all here for the public! Rarely does the public get access to such a powerful , easy to use text. This course was
reduced down to as few pages as possible, for the easiest learning possible. It was meant to be learned and
used effectively by any occult student at any level. The course opens with methods to access brain functions
with only eye movements, consciousness without thought, complete mind mastery of every area of your life,
manifest all kinds of success, turn the mind into a 24 hour manifesting machine, concentrate like a yogi,
connect to the universe of power, master influencing the world, secret breathing techniques, access vital
cosmic energy, secret battery method to charge every cell of the body, access unlimited energy from every
source, have others think you are beautiful, control others minds, build absolute confidence, access the entire
active mind, the real Force is yours to command and lots more all packed into a few pages of all practical
training like never seen before. This course is all about drawing in and super charging all your Thought Forms,
all your mental projections no matter what they are. No matter your need, the methods in this course will show
you the best possible way to manifest them in your life as fast as possible. Simple easy to perform methods
that produce almost miracle results are here for you now!!! This one simple course will change your life! No
silly occult practices, gods, religion or other silly mysticism, only access to the Universal Power that manifests
everything known in the Universe.
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The Authentic Order of Spitzalod. Those that have defiled Spitzalod and the Ancient Gods and Goddesses have been
destroyed and the New Order of Spitzalod has risen to present the authentic grimoires of the Great God Spitzalod as
they were meant to be.

Here is my gift to you--a secret book of wondrous power and spells of enchantment. Here are the elements of
earth, water, fire, air, and spirit--and the magickal symbols of the circle, sword, wand, disc and cup. Here are
the secret formulae for calling the spirits, ensnaring your lover, attracting good fortune and predicting what
will come to pass. Jason Augustus Newcomb Language: Study and practice that teaches the science of
illumination and the ability to alter reality. The ancient Egyptian form of Hermetic philosophy was that the
mind shapes reality. The New Hermetics extends that philosophy - the universe is a great mind or
consciousness, and we are a part of that consciousness; therefore by learning to control the mind, we learn to
control our part of the universe. Practicing these elements simultaneously makes it possible to undergo
initiation into the mysteries of consciousness in a fraction of the time it was ever before possible. The course
offered in the book lets practitioners master their minds in such a way that they will be able to achieve
anything and everything they want in life, spiritually and physically. The New Hermetics offers 10 levels of
instruction to control the mind and control reality: Level 1-The Initiate teaches mastery over behavior and
visualization in the Ether. Level 2-The Zealot bestows mastery over emotions, breathing, and Etheric energy.
Level 3-The Practitioner gives mastery over mind, beliefs, and the ability to project Etheric energy. Level
4-The Philosopher masters creativity,values, and the ability to direct Etheric energy. Level 5-The Adept
develops relationship with cosmic consciousness. Level 6-The Advanced Adept offers the power to direct the
forces of cosmic consciousness. Level 7-The Perfect Adept gives wisdom and the ability to share these forces
with others. Level 8-The Master bestows mastery of cosmic consciousness. Level 9-The Mage gains mastery
of universal power. Level The Ultimate Master obtains mastery over the universal self. The New Hermetics is
a powerful course of instruction that can help anyone master themselves to rule their world. Find Your eBooks
Hereâ€¦.
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This is not old fashion junky orgone or year-old radionic nonsense. IGOS is the foremost authority on
Radionics. With over 30 years of research in all areas of the field. No other organization comes close nor has
the world radionic expert, Dr. New Technological Breakthroughs for - Coming June! New exclusive
biophysical technology actives the key bio-centers to produce extreme radionic abilities. More Info Coming
Soon Contact us with what you have. Foundations for Ritual Success. Thor Templar Authored with Dr. Robert
Blanchard Authored with Dr. The Grimoire of Faust. No matter what system of magic you practice. Using the
Sigils in this book for only a minute or two a day will connect you to more power than years of daily practice.
Thor Templar It is not surprising that a cultural that would use a simple script like Runes would also not
expand this type of simple glyphs into direct meaning for actions, thoughts, things, emotions, Gods and
everything of daily life. An interesting insight into a British culture that is developing totally different from
others in the region. The pictographs cover all areas of life and even include a divination method. Second 30
Powerful Guild Sexual Sorcery Sigils enhance all your sex magic practices even without a partner and without
doing rituals. All you need to do to triple your sexual sorcery power is view the Sigils daily. This is by far the
finest book on Sex Magic available on the market ever! Magick of Dakmonias - Light and Dark Power.
Authored by Dr Thor Templar Edition: His realm and power is only accessible by using this edition. All other
editions are worthless and will cause great anger from Dakmonias. Because of past misuse by deviant
practitioners. Magick of Milianthros - Dark Power. Second Like with the Spitzalod edition, you must view the
exclusive Sigils in this book to contact the God Milianthros. All other editions are worthless and will cause
great anger from Milianthros. You can only access this God through a registered and personally empowered
Guild edition. The book serves as a physical connection and talisman to Spitzalod himself! A Talisman to
draw his power from that is activated to you personally! The only Tool of its kind ever made! Second New
Edition!! Now a Mysterious Book of Masters that supercharges the mind into the highest state of
consciousness for retribution! Bring Justice back into your life. Stop evil and fight the Black Lodge and all
their followers. It is time for retribution! This exclusive Guild Sigil system works to its highest level when
justice is needed. Outsiders, the Transhuman Experience. Second This is the book the Guild is based on. Thor
Templar Real Mexican magic from a Brujo with 45 years of experience. International Guild of Occult
Sciences - Home. This is done by using the Sigils in the Guild Handbook. What Can I Manifest? Free Guild
Audio lectures. The Guild is offering a continuing series of audio training lectures on everything occult and
alternative. In order to release vast amounts of information and training, in the fastest possible time, audio
lectures are required. This page is a vast rare resource of wisdom. The Guild is now offering free Sacred
Temple spiritual empowerment for everyone! No matter your situation we are here to assist you. The Guild
has created Sacred Temple Altars for specific needs designed to be used by thousands. Need a marriage, baby,
or special item blessed and imbued with sacred energy? It has unlimited magical uses! The Lemegeton Clavicula Salomonis Grimoire. Ancient Grimoires Volume I. Traditional Sorcery Course Volume I. The Black
Dragon Grimoire. Secret Tibetan Mind Power System. The Handbook of Honorius The Magus. Hostile Alien
Resistance Movement - H. Hoodoo Conjure Rootwork - Studies Institute. Thinking without Society
Conditioning. The Order of Lost Knowledge. The Order of Ancient Ones. Psychic Programming and
Domination Expert. The Authentic Order of Spitzalod. Red Dragon Order of France. Black Skull Fighting
Society. Eye of the Guild.
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balance. There is an Order of Dragmid, specifically formed for homosexuals that are interested in sexual sorcery.

Of course, this was done all for greed. The Guild has a long list of occult firsts, achievements only the Guild in
the entire history of the occult achieved. We have taken numerous occult authors that were unknown or barely
known and made them into super stars, basically creating their entire lives. Without the Guild they would be
nothing, fading into the darkness of nothingness, just another failure. The Guild was the first gather and
translate all the classic grimoires that were very difficult to obtain in general. The Guild was the first to offer
all Traditions in one central place so study of several Traditions was easy. The Guild was the first to publish
the average occultist that was unable to be published by fancy publishing houses because of lack of having an
agent or other things that have nothing to do with actual occult knowledge. One such author needing help was
Harry Martin. He contacted the Guild and we found his books to be an interesting unique occult system
unknown before. Like with anything published by the Guild, we made no judgments on it. The Guild was
about the free exchange of information, we believed that it was up to the individual to find worth in a system
or not. At the time the Guild was very free and open, looking for interesting authors and possible leaders of the
future. Martin was allowed into the Inner Order for a short period of time. But, could not fulfill his
obligations. At the time Martin was only able to publish one or two of his pin printed poor quality books. This
is typical of the junk produced by authors of that time. I am not speaking of content or writing quality, but, the
actual production value. The Guild was never meant to be an official publishing house. The Guild wanted to
offer real hard core occultism from individuals that were not part the system that censored them and made
them into vanilla poop. This was before the days of low cost computers and easy word processing. A quality
printer could easily cost thousands. Like today, we were interested in the knowledge and the system, not pretty
packaging. This was a Guild of working sorcerers doing not worrying about fancy type and pretty looking
books. The Guild assisted Martin with publishing all of his books and courses and offering them to the public
and Guild members. Sales were minimal but steady. Martin soon ran into personal problems. Martin was in
the business of locating missing children, so I was told. Amazingly Martin in the past had placed Ads in occult
publications using his real name and photo! Being exposed as the Leader of a bi-sexual cult, his career was
ruined. Being in a sensitive field with direct contact with children and being a public occultist does not mix. I
never heard of any illegal activities at that time and the books, while sexual in nature, also offered interesting
witchcraft practices and does not advocate illegal of perverse acts. It does not advocate directly or indirectly
sexual contact with children. It does advocate bi-sexual practices. So what, the occult is filled with much
stranger sexual practices, as any Crowley reader will know. Martin was desperate for money. The Guild
agreed to buy the rights to his books and courses. Even those the books were not good sellers and the Guild
was just starting out with few resources. Martin signed over all the rights to his books and courses to the Guild
forever. The Guild was able to keep all the books in print and offered to the public ever since. The Guild owns
all rights to the Harry Martin Spitzalod Series, including all images, sigils, use of names, titles and anything
else connected to the Spitzalod Tradition. The Guild has not given permission for anyone else to use or
publish these books and courses. We will actively pursue all copyright infringements and are actively doing
so. Those interested in using Spitzalod material need to contact the Guild for permission. The Guild is happy
to work with anyone interested in or using the system. All books and courses will be offered online in eBook
formats at low cost for those interested in learning the system. The books and courses will be handled by the
New Order of Spitzalod. After purchasing the complete series from Harry Martin the Guild offered the books
and courses in hardcovers and spiral bound editions, all hand bound using acid free paper, insuring they will
last several hundred years. The Guild was happy to assist Sonny and did so without charge by listing his name
and address in all the books and courses. All the Guild wanted was to have all the books and courses
purchased through the Guild that owned them. At first Sonny did this and even assisted in word processing the
pin printed original texts. He completed the books but never finished the courses, it was too much work!
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Especially in a time when computers and printers cost thousands of dollars, not to mention the hours and hours
of work required. Martin lost all contacted with the Guild. All his old contact information was invalid for
years and we had not heard from him in several years. By the way, to further help Martin in the past, we sold
all of the custom products he made. Martin wanted the Guild to stop publishing the books we owned and
purchased and sell the new books and courses he was going to produce. He was told that this was unfair and
not needed, all he needed to do was write additional volumes that could be sold to new and old followers of
the system. It appears Martin only caring about himself and his profits, had no interest in helping the Guild
that built his Order up and keep it alive for many. He agreed to this on the phone and stated nothing more to
us. The books were in print and shipped within the usual 2 week period or less. We never heard from Martin
again. Sonny started publishing his own copied Spitzalod books and courses disregarding the Guild all
together. He never had the right to do this. No one has the right to use anything without permission from
IGOS. A criminal complaint has recently been filed with the FBI. Little did Martin and Sterling know that
Spitzalod and the other Gods would take their revenge against this traitorous act. Both faded out of occultism
and there is a New Order of Spitzalod now operating and empowered by Spitzalod himself. Details on the
order follow. The Guild does have a member that researched the system and was fully initiated by Martin
personally, after visiting him in the South where he lived. All other so-called Spitzalod Orders, groups or
individuals must submit to the New Order and seek its recognition. The New Order is willing to work with all
past groups to assist their coming into the New Order and furthering the Spitzalod Tradition. The website will
give complete details on the New Order and how to work with it. The frauds have been struck down and the
new leader of the Order of Spitzalod is rising to seize the rightful place for the Gods and Goddesses. Those
traitors seeking the wrong path like those already mentioned, will find similar fates. When one channel turn
evil and traitors those that have assisted Spitzalod, a new channel of better quality is found. Only those that
follow the true way will be empowered by Spitzalod, all others will meet a terrible fate like the traitor Martin.
Those that were fooled and mislead are welcome to contact the source and follow the true way. The New
Order of Spitzalod will guide all the worthyâ€¦..
Chapter 6 : ancient grimoire of dark magick | Download eBook pdf, epub, tuebl, mobi
Spitzalod Grimoire Book Series - Book II - The Book of Milianthros - The Dark Power - This is a serious Dark Power
book, and for advanced students of the occult.

Chapter 7 : Thorguard Templar (Author of Sorcery - Witchcraft Course)
Spitzalod Grimoire Book Series - Book III - Book of Dakmonias - Light and Dark Powers - This is the last book in the
original series of books. A fourth edition is coming from the New Order of Spitzalod.

Chapter 8 : Uncategorized | Occult Fraud Network
Book I - Spitzalod - Topics include: What and where is the Valley of Rallon - Occult magic power secret that only a
woman can use - How to make and use an authentic magic mirror - The circle of Darkness - What and where is the
"Keep of Tomes" - Discover the power of Milianthros - Learn the secret of what occult event will soon occur for the.
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Authored by Dr Thor Templar Authored with Tomemaster Harry Martin Edition: Second Spitzalod Grimoire Series Magic
of Spitzalod - Ancient Magic Revealed! New Full Color Printed Editions With Additional Channelled Sigils From Spitzalod
Directly!
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